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Background: 

Wastewater Based Epidemiology (WBE) has been used to understand circulation of 
pathogens and other public health challenges for decades, but during the COVID-19 
pandemic WBE was rapidly expanded as part of the public health response in England. We 
recently wrote about wastewater based epidemiology for polio, which was detected in 
London between February and June 2022, for the first time in decades:  
https://theconversation.com/polio-was-recently-detected-in-sewage-in-the-uk-heres-what-
else-scientists-look-for-in-our-wastewater-185799 

 

A key part of the work during COVID, was to estimate the prevalence of infection and identify 
hotspots that were missed through traditional surveillance (i.e. case counting). We also 
tracked emerging COVID variants by genomic analysis. The work, system development and 
scientific analysis was set up as a collaboration between the University of Bristol, the 
Environmental Monitoring for Health Protection (EMHP) group, part of the UK Health 
Security Agency (UKHSA), the Department for the Environment and Rural Affairs (DEFRA), 
and the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. These relationships are in place, 
and the development of new analytics technologies is essential to take advantage of what 
we have learned during the pandemic.  

 

The initial problem: Assessing the impact of vaccination on wastewater SARS-CoV-2 
concentrations:  

We recently developed methods to analyse concentrations of SARS-CoV-2 viral fragments 
found in sewage, and linked them to prevalence of COVID using machine learning tools 
(simple regression models, gradient boosted models)(1). In the first instance, we would 
combine data from wastewater with data on vaccinations in England, linked by time and 
space, and use the same/similar tools to assess the impact of COVID-19 vaccination.  

In parallel, we would like to develop new statistical/data analytic tools to enable more robust 
and reproducible analysis, and build fully automated analytics pipelines, using the most 
appropriate technology (e.g. postgres with an R/python interface for data storage, analysis 
and retrieval, and e.g. keras/scikit-learn for the machine learning tasks).  

An avenue that the student could take is to further develop our most recent work on network 

based anomaly modelling for mobile phone data (2,3), applying it to wastewater data.  

Possible future directions: 

As the UK emerges out of the COVID pandemic, WBE will focus on further public health 
challenges. Our ultimate aim is to improve the resilience of the UK to future pandemics. At 
UKHSA plans are in place to collect data on multiple pathogens known to place substantial 
disease burden on the population and health services. In particular, transmissible pathogens 
(norovirus, RSV, influenza, polio, antimicrobial resistant bacteria) will form the initial focus for 
analysis, as the relationship between shedding and wastewater samples is better 
understood. In the summer of 2022, new questions arose focusing on the utility of WBE for 
diseases such as polio and monkeypox.  

Non-transmissible health conditions that can be identified through the shedding of 
pharmaceuticals used for treatment (e.g. anxiety disorders) could also form part of the PhD.  
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Broader objectives: 

- To develop new analytics systems, using cutting edge techniques that improve upon 
current best practice, tested against pre-existing COVID-19 datasets.  

- To establish the utility of wastewater-based epidemiology for multiple transmissible 
pathogens.  

- To gain experience and support the use of scientific research for policy  

Confirmed availability of data / materials: 

- Access to WBE data collected throughout England during the COVID-19 pandemic 
and further data as it is collected in the future 

Potential risks: 

- The research programme at EMHP is reliant on future funding (decided each 
financial year). Should the funding be pulled going forward, access to previously 
collected data will remain available and other WBE collaborations (e.g. polio 
eradication) will remain possible.  

The group: 

The student will have a unique opportunity to work closely with experts in the field of 
infectious disease surveillance and science for policy. 

 

Our group focuses on policy-relevant questions. Within the University of Bristol, our group 
has 2 members of staff (Dr. Danon, main supervisor, Dr. Brooks-Pollock) 3 PhD students 
and 5 postdoctoral researchers, working on various aspects of infectious disease 
surveillance and mathematical modelling. Primarily based in Engineering Mathematics in the 
Engineering Faculty, we are closely linked with the Bristol Vaccine Centre and Population 
Health Sciences in the Medical Faculty. We have links with other universities in the UK 
through the JUNIPER modelling consortium (http://maths.org/juniper), and internationally 
with close collaborators in the US and Spain.  

We have had substantial publication success recently, including papers in the BMJ (impact 
factor 93) and Lancet Infectious Diseases (impact factor 71) and Nature Communications 
(impact factor 17) as well as KDD conference.  

 

Alumni from our group have gone on to be successful in academia (one getting a permanent 
position at Exeter University recently), the public sector (UKHSA) and the private sector.   

 
Please get in touch with me via: l.danon@bristol.ac.uk, and I would be happy to go into 
further details.  
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